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RUCKUS is pleased to announce that our AI-
driven R770 access point (AP), the industry’s first 
enterprise class Wi-Fi 7 AP, has been designated 
as the “Innovation of the Year” by the Wi-Fi Awards. 
The “Innovation of the Year Award” winner must 
help solve an industry challenge and provides 
significant value to the community and must ace 

other contenders in the following considerations:

1. Offer groundbreaking Innovation

2. Address real challenges

3. Easily integrate with other elements

4. Allow for ease of use and manageability

5. Provide value

6. Deliver functionality as promised

The RUCKUS R770 embodies The Wi-Fi Awards’ stringent 
mission: “To recognize Companies, Individuals, and Products 
that demonstrate unique excellence and achievements with 
extraordinary contributions to the community. The Award 
Recipients exemplify the highest standards to promote and 
expand the wireless industry.”

RUCKUS is proud to be recognized for the exceptional 
ingenuity and tireless pursuit of excellence that RUCKUS staff 
and team of engineers have put into this solution. In a strong 
field of remarkable breakthroughs, which included Sidos’ Wave, 
Wyebot’s Wireless Intelligence Platform as well as Cisco’s AI-

RRM and Wi-Fi 6E AP, RUCKUS is honored to be chosen as the 
best innovation of 2024.

But this innovation is more than an AP that follows to the 
latest Wi-Fi standards. The RUCKUS R770 indoor AP offers 
unprecedented advancements in wireless network technology 
and stands head above the competition based on these five 
pillars:

1. Superior throughput and capacity

 · BeamFlex+™ Adaptive Antenna Technology 

 · 4K QAM and 320 MHz wide channels 

 · 10 Gbps Ethernet port 

 · AI-driven Radio Resources Management (AI-RRM) 
 · Automated Frequency Coordination (AFC) 

2. Adaptive resilience

 · Multi-Link Operation (MLO) 

 · AI-driven automated incident classification 

3. Reduced latency

 · Smart quality of service (QoS) mirroring 

4. Advanced security simplified

 · RUCKUS proprietary DPSK3™ 

 · Secure boot and TPM 2.0 

5. Built-in modern Internet of Things (IoT) stack

 · Built-in IoT radio for BLE & Zigbee support and USB port

 · Broad Pre-integrated IoT solutions/ecosystems

 · Matter and Thread ready*
       *Available soon

RUCKUS Networks wins the Innovation of the Year Award

Although RUCKUS was given this prestigious honor, the award is shared with the customers, partners, and 
employees that have supported and encouraged the company to constantly innovate and punch above its weight. 

 
To learn more about Wi-Fi 7, visit us online.

To discover the R770 or sign up for a free trial, contact your local RUCKUS representative.

https://www.ruckusnetworks.com/solutions/technology/wi-fi-7/

